Job Title: Senior Transportation Engineer
WHY CHOOSE HSH:
Now in our 30th year, Howard Stein Hudson (HSH) is an expanding, dynamic firm of transportation and civil
engineering experts based in Boston and working throughout the Northeast. Our culture is warm, close-knit, and
fully engaged with both colleagues and regional agencies. Our work on some of the complex projects in
Massachusetts is driving our growth.
We are an established firm of over 60 professionals, located in Boston and Chelmsford. We are well-known in the
region and enjoy close working relationships with our clients giving you rewarding, educational experiences and
opportunities for professional development.

RESPONSIBILITIES:
We have an excellent opportunity for a Senior Transportation Engineer in our Boston office. The successful
candidate will assist senior staff and mentor junior staff on a variety of engineering projects. Specific tasks will
include, but are not limited to; project management, develop permitting, traffic impact studies and parking demand
assessments. Client management and business development are an integral part of the responsibilities.

DESIRED SKILLS AND EXPERIENCE:


Bachelor’s Degree Civil/Transportation/Traffic Engineering or Planning



8+ years’ experience in Civil/Transportation Engineering required



P.E. license preferred



Experience with traffic impact assessments



Experience with traffic analysis software such as Synchro, HCS, VISSIM, etc.



Experience with AutoCAD and AutoTurn



Familiarity with the City of Boston, MassDOT, MEPA, and traffic analysis



Microsoft Office Suite (Office, Word, Excel, PowerPoint)



Ability to work in team environment as an individual contributor



Strong written and verbal communication skills including public presentation



Ability to utilize critical thinking, judgment and experience to define, analyze and resolve problems, and
present to clients, agency staff, and community members.

If you are interested in becoming part of a company focused on improving cities and towns through development of
private and public infrastructure, we invite you to help us build a better tomorrow by becoming part of Howard
Stein Hudson’s team. HSH is the kind of place where you can make a difference.
Howard Stein Hudson is an EEO/AA employer.
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